
INFORMATION FLYER

WHY BAO CAN CAN SAVE OUR PLANET:

OTHER BIOGRADABLE PRODUCTS:

BAOTM PULP AND ITS SOURCE:

BAO PULP BENEFITS:

“CHANGE THE WORLD WITHOUT CHANGING    YOUR BEHAVIOUR“.

BAOTM and BAOPAP are 100% natural and 
have the potential to replace paper and plastic 
packaging on a global scale.
It decays after a maximum of 50 days and  no 
other comparable product on the market is 
able to perform on that level.
Also it can be used for the production of 
compost or Bio gas, which can be turned into 
green energy.

These facts are clear. Why then resort to the 
sham packaging alternatives?

There are already alternatives to the plastic 
spoon and ice cream bowls in the market, made 
of wood and bamboo, palm leaves or sugar cane 
fiber. 
The disadvantage is that these products require 
an intensive amount of energy and the raw 
materials used in their production are a result of 
rainforest destruction. 

BAOTM is the solution. 
The materials used in the BAOTM products are 
100% natural, hence they can be thrown into the 
sea and underwater creatures can feed on it. It 
also consumes very little energy in the production 
process thanks to our low-energy-consumption 

The patented extraction of cellulose from the 
African-native Baobab plant is the basis for our 
100% ULTRACOMPOSTABLETM products.
The cultivation of baobab trees for our products 
is carried out on a site spanning 22,5 hectares 
in Senegal. Equally, this is where the processing 
of the raw material takes place i.e. where the 
Baobab fibers are turned into pulp. Since opening 
the plantation, BAO has provided much-needed 
employment opportunities for the local population, 
which are only set to grow in the future with the 
prospective construction of a pulp mill.

Up to 71% less water consumption and 77% less 
energy consumption compared to paper 
manufacturing 

Cultivation in the desert, no deforestation or 
competition for food crops 

Much higher tensile strength 

BAO pulp can be used without modification of the 
existing papermachines 

Self-developed coatings, for cups and straws

CO2-neutral biodegradable, non-toxic, plastic-
free, water-repellent

BAO
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LET‘S MAKE IT BETTER WITH...

Easily fragile
Not tasteless after they get soft 

Waste of food
May contain pesticides

Significantly more energy consumption in 
production than plastic

Deforestation 
Destruction of animal habitats 

High water consumption in production

High co2 emissions in production
High water consumption in the cleaning process
70% of broken products are getting burned and 

not recycled

Not environmentally friendly when 
manufactured from raw materials

Softens very quickly
Producing paper products takes four times 

more energy than plastic
Deforestation

Sustainable forest management (SFM) works in 
theory but not in reality

They require temperatures above 60C°, thus 
they are not able to compost in nature  

If they end up in the ocean, they pose danger 
to marine life

Not suitable for organic waste 
They should be recycled separately from plastic

It can take years to degrade
Works in theory but not in reality

SEA PROTECTIONGREEN ENERGY

FOREST FREE CHEMICAL FREE NATURAL FERTILIZER
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ENVIRONMENTALLY HARMFUL PRODUCTS ENVIRONMENTALLY HARMFUL PRODUCTS


